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ABSTRACT 
This article reports the findings of Information Systems Approach (ISA) and commonly used Traditional Approach (TA) on 
the acquisition of IT (Information Technology) competence of undergraduate students taking an introductory IT course in a 
business college. The ISA begins with the conceptual understanding of business activities followed by the introduction of 
databases, spreadsheets and the word-processing in line with the IT applications in business activities. While the Traditional 
Approach (TA) begins with conceptual understanding of business activities like the ISA, but followed by IT modules in 
sequence of word-processing, spreadsheets and then databases. Several groups were randomly selected from the same pool 
of students and introduced ISA and the TA for the acquisition of IT competence. The results indicated that the ISA group is 
more effective in enhancing IT competence in comparison to the TA group. 
Keywords: IT, IT competence; IT skills; Approaches for delivering IT skills; IT modules, Word-processing (WP), 
Spreadsheets (SS) and Databases (DB) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years it has been recognized that the success of a 
business organization largely depends not only upon IT, 
but also the way in which its workers use it. Continuous 
innovation in IT and global competitive pressure arc 
forcing many organizations to re-think the manner in 
which they do business and require that, in almost all 
cases, they should utilize the support of IT. As 
organizations increasingly depend on computerized 
Information Systems, the construction, use, management 
and maintenance of these systems become essential tu the 
welfare or even survival of many organizations. These 
organizations need workers with more IT competence and 
not just with data C'ntry or word-processing expertise. 
Before we c xplorc cl iffcrcnt a ppro,iches for c nhancing IT 
competence, let us begin with: 
1.1 What is IT Competence'? 
Competence is the possession and development of 
sufficient skills. Competence in general can be understood 
as: "competence is an outcome which is primarily 
concerned with doing, but which embraces both specific 
task skills and the understanding, knowledge, attitude and 
personal skills required to carry out that task effectively." 
(UDACE 1989:3 ). 
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Whitty & Wilmott (1991:309) commented: "Compctcnce-
bascd approaches to education arc often considered 
problematic because of the central focus of competence 
upon outcomes rather upon course content and learning 
process." 
When we look at competence in relation to education and 
training, Hillier ( 1997:34) argued that: "When a pp lied to 
education and training, the common foaturc is that 
competence is about being able to do things. It 
concentrates on the outcome of education and training 
rather than the process. Traditional forms of education 
have been concerned with the process of acquiring 
knowledge, training has concentrated on assessing if 
people can do something". 
An adjustment to this model is to incorporate underpinning 
knowledge and understanding into a Competence-based 
approach. This can move us closer to an idea that can be 
directly applied to course c!cvclopmcnt for students 
needing to acquire basic IT skills used in business in 
higher e c!ucational institutions expectations i .c. b cginning 
with the conceptual understanding of computer model 
followed by the introduction of software modules such as 
databases, sprcadsheds and word-processing. 
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